Using high-resolution simulations with explicit treatment of stellar feedback physics based on the FIRE (Feedback in Realistic Environments) project, we study how galaxy formation and the interstellar medium (ISM) are affected by magnetic fields, anisotropic Spitzer-Braginskii conduction and viscosity, and sub-grid metal diffusion from unresolved turbulence. We consider controlled simulations of isolated (non-cosmological) galaxies but also a limited set of cosmological "zoom-in" simulations. Although simulations have shown significant effects from these physics with weak or absent stellar feedback, the effects are much weaker than those of stellar feedback when the latter is modeled explicitly. The additional physics have no systematic effect on galactic star formation rates (SFRs) . In contrast, removing stellar feedback leads to SFRs being over-predicted by factors of ∼ 10 − 100. Without feedback, neither galactic winds nor volume filling hot-phase gas exist, and discs tend to runaway collapse to ultra-thin scale-heights with unphysically dense clumps congregating at the galactic center. With stellar feedback, a multi-phase, turbulent medium with galactic fountains and winds is established. At currently achievable resolutions and for the investigated halo mass range 10 10 − 10 13 M , the additional physics investigated here (MHD, conduction, viscosity, metal diffusion) have only weak (∼ 10%-level) effects on regulating SFR and altering the balance of phases, outflows, or the energy in ISM turbulence, consistent with simple equipartition arguments. We conclude that galactic star formation and the ISM are primarily governed by a combination of turbulence, gravitational instabilities, and feedback. We add the caveat that AGN feedback is not included in the present work.
INTRODUCTION
Feedback from stars is essential to galaxy evolution. In isolated galaxy simulations without strong stellar feedback, giant molecular clouds (GMCs) experience runaway collapse, resulting in star formation rates (SFRs) orders-of-magnitude higher than observed (Bournaud et al. 2010; Dobbs et al. 2011; Harper-Clark & Murray 2011; Tasker 2011; Hopkins et al. 2011) . This is in direct contradiction with the observed Kennicutt-Schmidt E-mail: ksu@caltech.edu (KS) relation, which shows that the gas consumption time of a galaxy is roughly ∼ 50 − 100 dynamical times (Kennicutt 1998; Zuckerman & Evans 1974; Williams & McKee 1997; Evans 1999; Evans et al. 2009 ). Cosmological simulations without strong feedback face a similar challenge. The efficiency of cooling causes runaway collapse of gas to high densities within a dynamical time, ultimately forming far too many stars compared to observations (Katz et al. 1996; Somerville & Primack 1999; Cole et al. 2000; Springel & Hernquist 2003; Kereš et al. 2009 , and references therein).
2007; Ceverino & Klypin 2009; Uhlig et al. 2012; Hopkins et al. 2011 Hopkins et al. , 2012b Agertz & Kravtsov 2015; Hu et al. 2015) . In Hopkins et al. (2011 Hopkins et al. ( , 2012b , a detailed feedback model including radiation pressure, stellar winds, supernovae and photo-heating was developed and applied to simulations of isolated galaxies. They showed that stellar feedback is sufficient to maintain a selfregulated multi-phase interstellar medium (ISM), with global structure in good agreement with the observations. GMCs survive several dynamical times and only turn a few per cent of their mass into stars, and the galaxy-averaged SFR agrees well with the observed Kennicutt-Schmidt (KS) law. These models were extended with numerical improvements and additional cooling physics, and then applied to cosmological "zoom in" simulations in the FIRE (Feedback In Realistic Environments) project 1 . A series of papers, using the identical code and simulation set have demonstrated that these feedback physics successfully reproduce a wide range of observations, including star formation histories of galaxies (Hopkins et al. 2014) , time variability of star formation (Sparre et al. 2015) , galactic winds , HI content of galaxy halos Faucher-Giguere et al. 2016; Hafen et al., in prep.) , and galaxy metallicities (Ma et al. 2015) . Other groups (e.g. Stinson et al. 2013 , who implemented energy injection from SNe and an approximate treatment of UV radiation pressure, and Agertz & Kravtsov e.g., 2015 , who included momentum injection from SNe, radiation pressure and stellar winds) have also found that stellar feedback can regulate galaxy SFRs and lead to realistic disc morphologies.
However, several potentially important physical processes have not been included in most previous galaxy formation simulations. Magnetic fields have long been suspected to play a role in galaxy evolution because the magnetic pressure reaches equipartition with the thermal and turbulent pressures (Beck et al. 1996; Beck 2009 ). Isolated galaxy simulations with magnetic fields -but using more simplified models for stellar feedback -have been studied in various contexts and suggest that magnetic fields can provide extra support in dense clouds, thus slowing down star formation (Wang & Abel 2009; Beck et al. 2012; Pakmor & Springel 2013) . Turbulent box simulations (Piontek & Ostriker 2005 also suggest that MRI-driven (magnetorotational instability) turbulence can suppress star formation at large radii in spiral galaxies. In particular, Kim & Ostriker (2015) explicitly demonstrate such suppression from magnetic fields in a simulation of a turbulent box that includes momentum feedback from SNe. Magnetic fields can also be important because of their effects on fluid mixing instabilities, including the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) and Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instabilities (Jun et al. 1995; McCourt et al. 2015; Armillotta et al. 2016) . These instabilities can potentially affect galaxy evolution through processes including the evolution of supernovae (SN) remnants (Jun & Norman 1996b,a; Jun & Jones 1999; Thompson 2000; Kim & Ostriker 2015) .
Another potentially important effect is viscosity, which has been more extensively studied in simulations of galaxy clusters. It has been suggested that viscosity can affect the turbulent motion of the intracluster medium (ICM) or circum-galactic medium (CGM) and affect the KH stability of various structures in the ICM (Markevitch & Vikhlinin 2007) . It has been shown in particular that viscosity may be important for the dynamics of bubbles in the ICM inflated by active galactic nucleus (AGN) feedback or bursts of SNe activity (Reynolds et al. 2005; Sijacki & Springel 2006) .
1 Project web site: http://fire.northwestern.edu.
Thermal conduction, which in the presence of magnetic fields is highly anisotropic, affects the stability of plasmas at both galactic and cluster scales (Sharma et al. 2009 (Sharma et al. , 2010 Parrish et al. 2012; Armillotta et al. 2016; Choi & Stone 2012 ) and the survival and mixing of multi-phase fluids. Combined with the effect of magnetic fields, conduction may be critical to determine the survival of cool clouds in galactic winds.
Turbulent metal diffusion due to small-scale (un-resolvable) eddies may also have important effects. It has been suggested, for example, that unresolved turbulence in galaxy simulations may be important to effectively "diffuse" metals in the ISM and intergalactic medium (IGM; e.g., Shen et al. 2010) , leading non-linearly to different cooling physics at halo centers and within the dense ISM.
While most previous studies considered these physics in isolation, their effects and relative importance may be quite different in a realistic multi-phase ISM shaped by strong stellar feedback processes. Another challenge is that conduction and viscosity in magnetized plasmas are inherently anisotropic. Properly treating this anisotropy requires MHD simulations and is numerically non-trivial; consequently, most previous studies on galactic scales have considered only isotropic conduction and viscosity. However, studies which correctly treat the anisotropy have shown that this anisotropy can produce orders-of-magnitude differences and, in some cases, qualitatively different behavior (Dong & Stone 2009; ZuHone et al. 2015; Sharma et al. 2009 Sharma et al. , 2010 Choi & Stone 2012) In this paper, we study the effects of these different microphysics in the presence of explicit models for stellar feedback. While the simulations analyzed here implement the same stellar feedback physics from the FIRE cosmological simulations, we focus primarily on non-cosmological simulations of isolated galaxies, because this allows us to achieve higher spatial and mass resolution, and to have well-controlled experiments with identical galaxy initial conditions. In cosmological runs, on the other hand, the inherently chaotic nature of the problem makes detailed one-to-one comparison of simulations with varied physics more complicated; we do, however, include a limited subset of these experiments. We also make use of a new, more accurate hydrodynamic solver, needed to properly treat MHD and anisotropic diffusion.
Overall, we find that at the resolutions currently achievable in isolated galaxy and cosmological simulations, MHD, anisotropic conduction and viscosity, and sub-grid turbulent metal diffusion play a relatively minor role in the regulation of star formation and of the phases and energetics of the ISM when the dominant effects of stellar feedback are simultaneously modeled. We caution, however, that despite this result, some of these effects likely have some important and observationally interesting consequences on finer scales, such as for the survival of cool clouds in galactic winds (e.g., McCourt et al. 2015; Armillotta et al. 2016; Brüggen & Scannapieco 2016) , and stellar abundance distribution patterns within star clusters or small galaxies. It is also possible that some important effects would only reveal themselves in simulations of much higher resolution than currently possible for galaxy simulations. Furthermore, the interaction of physical processes not included in our simulations with, e.g., magnetic fields is likely to prove important. This is the case in particular for the transport of cosmic rays, which a number of recent studies indicate may be an important form of feedback for galaxy evolution (e.g., Uhlig et al. 2012; Booth et al. 2013; Salem et al. 2014; Ruszkowski et al. 2016; Pfrommer et al. 2016; Pakmor et al. 2016) .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in § 2, we describe the initial conditions and the baryonic physics model of our default model. In § 3, we summarize the additional physics c 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1-22 studied in this paper. In § 4, we analyze the effects on the star formation histories, morphologies, phase structures, magnetic and turbulent energies, and outflows of our simulated galaxies. We discuss the reason why the fluid microphysics have minor effects in § 5 and conclude in § 6.
METHODOLOGY
Our simulations use GIZMO (Hopkins 2015b) 2 , in its Meshless Finite Mass (MFM) mode. This is a mesh-free, Lagrangian finitevolume Godunov code designed to capture advantages of both grid-based and smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) methods built on the gravity solver and domain decomposition algorithms of (Springel 2005) . The numerical details of the hydrodynamic and MHD versions of the method are presented in Hopkins (2015b) , Raives (2016), and Hopkins (2015a) . Hopkins (2016) present tests of the anisotropic diffusion operators used in our code. Extensive comparisons of dozens of test problems demonstrate good code behavior and convergence, in good agreement with state-of-the-art moving mesh codes (e.g. AREPO, Springel 2010 ) and grid codes (e.g. ATHENA, Stone et al. 2008) , including on historically difficult problems such as those featuring the magneto-rotational instability (MRI), magnetic jet launching, and the KH and RT fluid-mixing instabilities. Convergence tests for our isolated galaxy simulations can be found in Appendix A.
Note that, for the sake of consistency, previously published FIRE simulations (see references in § 1) were run with the identical source code, using GIZMO's "P-SPH" hydrodynamic solver. P-SPH is an SPH method with improvements designed to address some of the known shortcomings of SPH in treating e.g. fluid mixing instabilities (see Hopkins 2013) . This was done to facilitate comparison by matching exactly the code used for the first FIRE paper, Hopkins et al. (2014) , written before the MFM methods were developed. Unfortunately, as shown in Hopkins & Raives (2016) and Hopkins (2016) , P-SPH (while reasonably well-behaved on pure hydrodynamics problems) exhibits serious inaccuracies and may not converge on MHD and anisotropic diffusion problems. As a consequence, P-SPH cannot be used for our study here. We are therefore careful to distinguish our isolated galaxy simulations here from the primary "FIRE project" simulations, although they use the same (operator-split) code modules to treat stellar feedback. In fact, the updated code here -the "FIRE -2" code, will be the subject of an extensive methods paper in preparation (Hopkins et al., in preparation) and was first used in Wetzel et al. (2016) for studying the satellites around a Milky Way-mass galaxy. A detailed study of the effects of the hydrodynamic method and other numerical details on the conclusions from the previous FIRE simulations will be the subject of the methods paper.
Initial conditions (ICs)
In this paper, five isolated (non-cosmological) galaxy models are studied to consider a range of characteristic galaxy types. Two cosmological zoom-in ICs are also included as a check that our conclusions are applicable in a fully cosmological environment. More details regarding the isolated disc galaxies and the cosmological simulations can be found in Hopkins et al. (2011 Hopkins et al. ( , 2012b and Hopkins et al. (2014) , respectively, and are summarized in Table 1 below. For all runs, a flat ΛCDM cosmology with h = 0.702, ΩM = 1 − ΩΛ = 0.27, and Ω b = 0.046 is adopted.
Note that we have tested simulations with most of our ICs rerun at different resolution, with initial gas particle mass differing by a factor ∼ 100. Some absolute properties do vary according to the resolution. For example, finer ISM substructure is observed and some higher density regions are resolved as the resolution increases. Nonetheless, the main conclusions of this paper (the relative differences in runs with different microphysics) remain robust at all resolutions investigated. A detailed convergence study is presented in Appendix A.
The ICs studied here include the following:
HiZ
HiZ is a high-redshift massive starburst disc galaxy designed to match the properties of non-merging, rapidly star-forming submillimeter galaxies (Erb et al. 2006; Genzel et al. 2008; Tacconi et al. 2010) , with halo mass M halo = 2.1 × 10 12 M in a Hernquist (1990) profile with an NFW (Navarro et al. 1996 )-equivalent concentration of c = 3.5. The baryonic component has a total mass of M bar = 1.53 × 10 11 M and consists of an exponential bulge (ρ(r) ∝ exp(−r/a)/r) (M b = 10 10 M ) with scale length a = 1.7 kpc and exponential stellar (M d = 4.3 × 10 10 M ) and gas (Mg = 1 × 10 11 M ) discs with scale lengths r d = 2.3 kpc and rg = 4.6 kpc respectively. The gas disc initially has Toomre Q = 1 uniformly. Note that the virial radius is scaled for a halo at redshift z = 2 instead of z = 0. This model uses 1.65 × 10 7 particles, 4 × 10 6 of which are gas particles. The initial metallicity is set to 0.5Z 3 .
Sbc
Sbc is a z = 0 dwarf starburst intended to be representative of local luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs). The IC is composed of a dark matter halo with (M halo , c) = (2.1 × 10 11 M , 11) and a baryonic component with masses 15, 1.4, 5.7, 7.9 ) × 10 9 M and scale lengths (r d , rg, a) = (1.9, 3.7, 0.5) kpc. The bulge has an exponential profile. This model includes 1.7 × 10 7 particles, 3 × 10 6 of which are gas particles. The initial metallicity is set to 0.3Z .
MW
MW is a Milky Way-like galaxy composed of a dark matter halo with (M halo , c) = (2.1 × 10 12 M , 12) and baryonic components with (M bar , M b , M d , Mg) = (1.02, 2.1, 6.8, 1.3) × 10 10 M respectively. The scale lengths are (r d , rg, a) = (4.3, 8.6, 1.4)kpc. The bulge follows a Hernquist (1990) profile. The model includes 1.03×10 7 particles, 3.6×10 6 of which are gas particles. The initial metallicity is set to Z .
SMC
SMC is an isolated (field) Small Magellanic Cloud-mass dwarf galaxy composed of a halo with (M halo , c) = (2.9×10 10 M , 15) and baryonic components with masses (M bar , M b , M d , Mg) = (13, 0.14, 1.9, 11) × 10 8 M and scale lengths (r d , rg, a) = (1, 3.9, 1.9) kpc. The bulge follows a Hernquist (1990) profile. There are 1.33 × 10 7 particles, 3 × 10 6 of which are gas particles. The initial metallicity is set to 0.1Z . 
Ell
Ell is an elliptical galaxy with halo and disc/bulge baryonic proper-
10 M , respectively. The baryonic components have scale lengths (r d , rg, a) = (4.0, 4.3, 3.9) kpc. The bulge obeys a Hernquist (1990) profile. Besides the gas disc, this galaxy contains an extended live hot gas halo 4 of mass Mgas = 8.6 × 10 11 M , initialized with a spherically-symmetric β profile with core radius equal to the halo scale radius and β = 3/2, with an initial temperature profile given by hydrostatic equilibrium and a small angular momentum corresponding to a spin parameter λ = 0.033. We use 3×10 7 particles, 1.2×10 7 of which are gas particles. The initial metallicity is set to Z (0.05+0.95/(1.+(r/10kpc) 3 )).
CosmoMW
CosmoMW is a fully cosmological zoom-in simulation from the suite presented in Hopkins et al. (2014) , specifically the m12i simulation therein, chosen because it produces a galaxy with stellar mass and morphology similar to the Milky Way. The run uses the zoom-in method (Porter 1985; Katz & White 1993) to follow the formation history of the galaxy from an initial redshift z > 100 to z = 0. The main halo has a total mass of ∼ 10 12 M at z = 0 and a typical merger and growth history for halos of its mass. We use 2.07 × 10 7 total particles (8.82 × 10 6 gas). For this analysis, we only follow the most-massive main-progenitor halo (i.e. the center of the zoom-in region) and focus on the particles in the central region (defined as < 0.1 virial radius).
CosmoDwarf
CosmoDwarf is a another cosmological zoom-in from Hopkins et al. (2014) , specifically the m10q simulation, chosen to be a representative dwarf galaxy -specifically one with a z = 0 halo mass of ∼ 10 10 M and typical merger and growth history. We use 3.87 × 10 7 total particles (1.57 × 10 7 gas). Again we focus only on the main progenitor galaxy.
Cooling, star formation, and stellar feedback
The baryonic physics of cooling, star formation, and stellar feedback follow the implementation in Hopkins et al. (2014) . In what follows, we summarize the key aspects and focus on the new physics added for this study.
Cooling
Cooling is followed from 10 10 K to 10K, with 11 separately tracked species followed species-by-species (see e.g. Wiersma et al. 2009a) . The low-temperature (metal fine-structure and molecular) cooling rates and ionization state are tabulated from a compilation of CLOUDY runs (as in Wiersma et al. 2009a; Robertson & Kravtsov 2008) , including the effects of a redshift-dependent photo-ionizing background (from Faucher-Giguère et al. 2009 ) and local ionizing sources as described below.
Star formation
Star formation is allowed only from gas that is locally selfgravitating (where we follow Hopkins et al. 2013c to estimate the local virial criterion at each point in the simulation), is selfshielding molecular (where the molecular fraction is estimated following Krumholz & Gnedin 2011) , and exceeds a density n > 100 cm −3 . 5 If these criteria are met, stars form with a rateρ = ρ mol /t freefall . In previous studies of these star formation models, we have shown that, provided stellar feedback is explicitly included and the largest fragmentation scales in the galaxy are resolved, the galactic star formation rates and histories are regulated by stellar feedback and are insensitive to changes in these criteria (as well as more complicated chemical or temperature-based star formation models); see Hopkins et al. (2011 Hopkins et al. ( , 2012b Hopkins et al. ( , 2013c Faucher-Giguère et al. (2013) . We have confirmed these studies explicitly with our ICs and simulations both including and excluding the additional microphysics we study here.
Stellar feedback
A star particle inherits its metallicity from its parent gas particle, and is treated as a single stellar population. The feedback quantities (including luminosity, SN rates, mass and metal loss rates, etc.) are tabulated from STARBURST99 (Leitherer et al. 1999) assuming a Kroupa (2002) IMF. Our stellar feedback model includes the following processes: (1) an approximate treatment of local and long-range momentum deposition from radiation pressure, including both initial single-scattering of optical/UV photons and (potentially) multiple-scattering of IR photons; (2) SNe (Types Ia and II), which occur stochastically according to the tabulated rates and, when they occur, deposit the appropriate ejecta energy, momentum, mass, and metals into the surrounding gas particles; (3) stellar winds from O-stars and AGB stars, which are treated similarly to SNe except that the injection is continuous; (4) photo-ionization and photo-electric heating, with each star particle acting as a source and the UV flux incident on a gas particle estimated by accounting for self-shielding and absorption from intervening material.
ADDITIONAL PHYSICS

Magnetic fields (MHD)
We treat magnetic fields in the ideal-MHD limit, using the GIZMO implementation in the MFM mode described in Hopkins & Raives (2016) . The tests described in Hopkins & Raives (2016) show that this MHD implementation correctly captures traditionally difficult phenomena such as the growth rates of the magneto-rotational instability (MRI), magnetic jet launching by discs, and magnetized fluid mixing (RT and KH) instabilities. Compared to SPH MHD methods (e.g. the P-SPH MHD mode in GIZMO; Hopkins & Raives 2016) , this method is generally significantly more accurate, exhibits better convergence properties, and requires no artificial viscosity or use of an extremely large kernel size to suppress errors. For the tests presented in Hopkins & Raives (2016) , state-of-theart grid codes (e.g., ATHENA; Stone et al. 2008 ) can converge to the correct solution with a similar level of accuracy. However, the method employed here typically converges to a desired accuracy more quickly, specifically in problems in which advection, angular momentum conservation, self-gravity and/or following highly compressive flows are important (problems where Lagrangian methods have advantages).
When magnetic fields are present, the homogenous Euler equations of hydrodynamics are replaced by their MHD versions. In a reference frame with velocity v f rame , they can be written as a set of hyperbolic PDEs of the form
where U is the state vector of the conserved quantities, F is the flux vector of the conserved variables, and S is the source vector.
In the pure MHD case, U and F can be written in the form
where ρ is the density, e = uint + |B| 2 /2ρ + |v| 2 /2 is the total specific energy, and PT = P + |B| 2 /2 is the total pressure 6 . To clean the non-zero ∇ · B resulting from numerical errors, a combination of the Dedner et al. (2002) and Powell et al. (1999) cleaning methods are applied in GIZMO, with important modifications for the Lagrangian nature of the code (see Hopkins & Raives (2016) for detail). In all our ICs we seed the simulation volume with a uniform initial magnetic field in the direction of the galaxy angular momentum vector. For our cosmological runs (CosmoMW and CosmoDwarf), this is a trace (sub-nG) initial field that is quickly amplified even before galaxies form. For isolated discs, we initially set ∼ 10 −2 µG fields, but these are quickly amplified and dominated by the field built up through a combination of the MRI, the supersonic turbulent dynamo, and the galactic fountain dynamo. For our "Ell" run, we also initialize the gas in the extended galactic halo with a purely azimuthal field in equipartition with the thermal energy (set to be in hydrostatic equilibrium).
Anisotropic conduction
Thermal conduction is incorporated into the Euler equations as an extra diffusion term in Fe from equation (2), following the standard Spitzer-Braginskii form. This means the conduction term added to Fe is κ (B ⊗B) · ∇T , whereB is the unit vector along the corresponding magnetic field.B⊗B in the expression serves as a projection operator constraining the conduction energy flux to follow the magnetic field lines and makes the thermal conduction anisotropic.
The anisotropic conduction equation is solved and consistently implemented into the MFM/MFV methods in GIZMO. Hopkins (2016) presents tests confirming that the method is numerically stable, converges with second-order accuracy (as the MHD method in GIZMO itself does), and is capable of fully anisotropic configurations (i.e. the conductive flux vanishes identically whenB and ∇T are perpendicular).
Instead of setting the conduction coefficient κ by hand, we calculate it self-consistently as the Spitzer conductivity (Spitzer & Härm 1953; Sarazin 1988; Zakamska & Narayan 2003; ZuHone et al. 2015; Kannan et al. 2016) [erg s
where Fi is the ionized fraction (computed self-consistently in our cooling routines), ln Λ ∼ 37 is the Coulomb logarithm, e ≡ 3 3/2 (kBT ) 2 /4ne √ πe 4 ln Λ is the electron mean free path, and to the mean-free-path (Cowie & McKee 1977; Sarazin 1988; Kannan et al. 2016) ). The steep temperature dependence indicates that conduction is more efficient in hotter gas.
Anisotropic viscosity
Viscosity is incorporated into MHD through the Navier-Stokes equations, which modify the momentum flux and the energy flux in the Euler equations as
For MHD, the anisotropic viscosity again follows the SpitzerBraginskii anisotropic form, in which the viscious flux Π is
where ":" is defined by A : B ≡Tr(A·B). Anisotropic viscosity is also solved and consistently implemented in the MFM/MFV methods of GIZMO, with the same convergence and stability properties as anisotropic conduction. The viscous coefficients are calculated self-consistently as the leading-order Braginskii viscosity (Braginskii 1965; Sarazin 1988; Sijacki & Springel 2006; ZuHone et al. 2015) , where the shear viscosity coefficient is
and the bulk viscosity vanishes. Here, mi is the average ion mass, me is the electron mass, i is the ion mean free path and |v| is the scale length of velocity.
Smagorinski (unresolved sub-grid eddy) models for metal diffusion
Metal mixing on large scales is resolved in the simulation. However, unlike other numerical methods with mass exchange, 7 since our code is strictly Lagrangian, mass elements (including metals) are conserved on a per-particle basis unless they are injected directly by SNe or stellar winds. This limits spurious numerical diffusion but implies that un-resolved small-scale diffusion between particles is ignored.
Sub-grid models have been proposed to model this unresolved transport. Because the systems we are simulating generally have extremely high Reynolds numbers, the un-resolved diffusion is usually dominated by small turbulent eddies rather than e.g. Brownian motion. The former is commonly approximated (see e.g. Shen et al. 2010) following Smagorinsky (1963) by treating the metals as a passive scalar which obey the following diffusion 7 The numerical diffusivity of MFV or AREPO (Springel 2010 ) is roughly of the scale of the velocity dispersion (or sound speed) times the resolution scale, ∼ vt∆x, as their "partitions of volume" move with the flow. ATHENA (Stone et al. 2008) could have a larger diffusion owing to its use of a fixed grid, in which case the velocity term in the diffusivity can be dominated by the bulk motion. equation:
where h is the resolution scale (at which the sub-grid model acts; here, it is the mean inter-particle separation within the kernel function, the equivalent of the cell size ∆x in Eulerian codes) and C is the Smagorinsky-Lilly constant, calibrated from direct numerical simulations. C usually ranges from 0.1 to 0.2, as calculated from Kolmogorov theory (Smagorinsky 1963; Lilly 1967; Wadsley et al. 2008; Colbrook et al. 2016) , and is set to 0.15 in our simulations. Note that this coefficient was set to 0.05-0.1 in some previous works (Shen et al. 2010 (Shen et al. , 2013 Brook et al. 2014; Williamson et al. 2016) , and this value was shown to be sufficient to provide a level of diffusion comparable to that of grid codes (Wadsley et al. 2008) . S is the symmetric traceless shear tensor defined as
for which the diffusion vanishes in purely compressive or rotating flows. The norm in the expression is the Frobenius norm. This model for sub-grid metal diffusion is implemented in GIZMO following Shen et al. (2010) . However, because our resolution is much higher than many of the simulations in which it has been used before, the sub-grid diffusivity is much smaller. Moreover, we stress the importance of proper calibration of the constant C, which can change the diffusivity by factors of ∼ 100. We also caution that, as we will show in detail in a forthcoming work, this estimator can be very noisy in SPH methods (unlike the finite-volume methods used here), owing to zeroth-order errors in the SPH gradient estimator triggering artificial diffusion. Finally, we stress that this model assumes the motion seen in S is entirely due to turbulent flows. If there is real bulk motion (e.g. shear in a self-gravitating disc), this estimator will be triggered artificially. Therefore the estimated turbulent diffusivity using this simplistic sub-grid model is almost certainly an over-estimate of the real turbulent diffusivity. In future work, we will present a detailed study attempting to calibrate and rescale this model for situations where the contribution from galactic rotation is important on the resolution scale (Colbrook et al., in prep.) . Our preliminary work suggests this estimator may over-estimate the true diffusivity by an order of magnitude in some cases.
RESULTS
We simulate the ICs detailed in § 2.1 with four distinct combinations of physics:
• Hydro: Stellar feedback is not included (cooling, star formation, and self-gravity are, however). No additional microphysics (MHD, conduction, viscosity, metal diffusion) are included.
• Hydro+MHD: Stellar feedback is not included, but MHD are included. Additional diffusion microphysics (conduction, viscosity, metal diffusion) are not included.
• FB: Stellar feedback is included, but the additional microphysics (MHD, conduction, viscosity, metal diffusion) are not.
• FB+MHD: Stellar feedback and MHD are included, but additional diffusion microphysics (conduction, viscosity, metal diffusion) are not.
• FB+MHD+Micro: Stellar feedback, MHD, and the additional diffusion operators (conduction, viscosity, metal diffusion) are all included.
We analyze these four variants for each of the ICs below, with two exceptions: the two cosmological runs with no feedback (Hydro) are prohibitively expensive. We are able to run the simulation to z ∼ 6, where the extremely high-density objects formed via the high star formation efficiencies in the absence of feedback force exceedingly small timesteps. However, some weak-feedback variations of the CosmoMW IC and the CosmoDwarf IC are presented in Hopkins et al. (2014) ; these are consistent with all of our other conclusions in this paper regarding the role of feedback.
The Hydro+MHD mode is only run for the MW and SMC ICs in order to demonstrate that magnetic fields have a relatively small effect regardless of whether strong stellar feedback is included, and almost all of the differences between Hydro runs and FB+MHD runs are a result of feedback.
Cosmological simulations are highly nonlinear and evolved for the entire age of the Universe. Because the equations (even of gravity alone) are formally non-linear, a small perturbation can be amplified and result in surprisingly large differences at low redshift, making it nontrivial to distinguish the systemic effects of fluid microphysics from any particular change owing to stochastic effects. In each of the following CosmoMW plots, we estimate the magnitude of stochastic effects from 5 independent CosmoMW FB runs with small variations in the SNe coupling scheme (effectively we randomly "re-shuffle" the fraction of the SNe energy and momentum each neighbor particle sees to generate random perturbations to the system). These differences have minor systematic effects on the stellar mass formed but serve the intended purpose of introducing small perturbations between the calculations. The shaded regions in the plots indicate the regions of parameter space spanned by these 5 runs. Owing to computational constraints, we did not perform such an experiment for the CosmoDwarf runs or for the FB+MHD+Micro CosmoMW runs, but we expect that the magnitude of stochastic effects in these simulations should be of similar size to those in the CosmoMW FB simulations. Fig. 1 shows the star formation histories of the five isolated galaxies, CosmoMW, and CosmoDwarf, evolved under the different combinations of physics described above. The SFRs of HiZ, Sbc, MW, SMC and Ell shown in Fig. 1 are the values averaged over 20 million years, and the SFRs of CosmoMW and CosmoDwarf are averaged over roughly 100 million years (to make systematic, as opposed to stochastic, differences clear). To further suppress stochastic effects, the stellar mass as a function of time is also plotted in Fig. 2 .
Star formation histories
Without stellar feedback, the SFRs are generally higher than observed by factors of ∼ 10 − 100, regardless of whether magnetic fields are included (i.e. magnetic fields alone are insufficient to globally suppress star formation). On the other hand, the additional physics we consider changes the SFR by 10%. We have also confirmed that the predicted Kennicutt-Schmidt (KS) relation is insensitive to the additional microphysics in the simulations (and in agreement with observations, as in our previous simulations with the FIRE feedback physics).
The largest effect caused by fluid microphysics can be observed in the CosmoDwarf FB+MHD+Micro run, in which the stellar mass is systemically higher than that in the FB run by a factor of ∼ 1.5. We argue below that this is most likely to be a consequence of conduction, which can increase the efficiency of cooling when multiple SNe remnants overlap (and overrun small cold gas clumps in the galaxy), thereby dissipating the hot gas energy going into galactic winds slightly more efficiently. Table 1 , as labeled) smoothed over 20 Myr for isolated galaxy simulations and 100 Myr for cosmological simulations so that systematic differences are clearer. HiZ (massive starburst), Sbc (dwarf starburst), MW (Milky-Way analogue), SMC (SMC-mass dwarf), and Ell (massive elliptical with a "cooling flow" halo) are all isolated (noncosmological) simulations and are thus run for only a few galaxy dynamical times. Because the CosmoMW and CosmoDwarf runs are fully cosmological zoom-in runs of a MW-mass halo and a dwarf halo, the full evolution is shown. In each, we consider four cases: default (stellar feedback, no additional microphysics, "FB"), default+MHD ("FB+MHD"), default+MHD+anisotropic conduction and viscosity+sub-grid turbulent metal diffusion ("FB+MHD+Micro"), a run without stellar feedback ("Hydro"), and a run without stellar feedback but with MHD ("Hydro+MHD", only performed for the MW and SMC ICs). In the CosmoMW case, the orange shaded region indicates the range of stochastic effects (see §4). Once feedback is included, a lower, steady-state SFR emerges; the SFR has relatively small dependence on the different microphysics considered (up to stochastic effects). However, a more steady star formation history can be observed in the CosmoDwarf FB+MHD+Micro run, resulting in a slightly higher SFR on average. Table 1 , as labeled). The orange shaded region in CosmoMW again indicates the range of stochastic effects. Fluid microphysics has little effect on the stellar mass formed in our simulations, in contrast to stellar feedback, which reduces the stellar mass formed by about an order of magnitude relative to the no-feedback runs. However, a small hint of higher stellar mass can be observed in the runs with magnetic fields, and in the CosmoDwarf simulations, the FB+MHD+Micro run has stellar mass a factor of ∼ 1.4 higher than the FB+MHD run. These effects are generally smaller than systematic uncertainties in feedback (e.g. SNe rates).
Compared with the other galaxies, the differences in SFRs are smallest among the different Ell simulations (the SFR in the nofeedback run is never more than an order-of-magnitude greater than the SFRs in the variants that include explicit stellar feedback). The reason is that in Ell, the gas disc contributes < 1% of the total gas mass, while the majority is distributed in a hot gas halo. The cooling efficiency of the hot halo gas onto the star-forming disc therefore controls the gas supply available for star formation and becomes an important regulator of the SFR besides stellar feedback.
Although magnetic fields have been suggested in the literature as a mechanism to suppress star formation owing to their additional pressure (Piontek & Ostriker 2005 Wang & Abel 2009; Pakmor & Springel 2013; Beck et al. 2012) , we actually see a small hint of systemically higher stellar mass in the MHD runs when feedback is included. The difference is more obvious in the smaller galaxies like CosmoDwarf and SMC. But even in these cases, the difference is less than 0.1 dex, despite the fact that magnetic field strengths consistent with observations are self-consistently obtained. On the other hand, without feedback, the star formation history is not significantly altered when magnetic fields are included. We discuss these points further below in § 5. We note, however, that magnetic fields may still play a more important role in regulating the formation of individual stars (which is unresolved in our simulations). Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 shows the face-on and edge-on gas morphologies of our simulated galaxies after some dynamical evolution; the colours denote gas in different temperature bins (see caption). The CosmoMW runs and CosmoDwarf runs are shown at z ∼ 0. The no-feedback runs in Fig. 4 (both with and without MHD) again show fundamental differences from the other runs (which incorporate explicit stellar feedback) owing to the runaway collapse of gas, as described in Hopkins et al. (2012b Hopkins et al. ( , 2014 . The magnetic pressure is unable to stop this process, and therefore the morphologies in the Hydro and Hydro+MHD runs appear essentially identical.
Morphologies
When stellar feedback is included, there is also no significant systematic difference in morphology among runs with different additional physics. Stochastic SNe events can make some parts of some of the variants hotter at the times shown in the figure, but there is little systematic difference in a time-averaged sense. The CosmoMW FB+MHD+Micro run seems to have a slightly more extended disc at z ∼ 0, suggesting a slightly higher accretion rate owing to turbulent metal diffusion and conduction enhancing cooling from the CGM. Among the different galaxies, Ell stands out as an exception for having little variation even between the runs with and without feedback. This is because cooling from the hot halo gas plays an important role in regulating Ell, as discussed above.
4.3 Gas phase structure Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 compare the temperature-density phase plots of our isolated and cosmological simulations, respectively. The gas mass in each phase is further quantified in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , where the density distributions in the following temperature intervals are plotted: cold neutral (0 − 8000 K), warm ionized (8000 − 10 5 K) and hot (> 10 5 K). With stellar feedback, a multi-phase ISM is established, with star-forming cold atomic/molecular gas, warm ionized gas, and volume-filling hot gas, which is extensively discussed in Hopkins et al. (2011 Hopkins et al. ( , 2012b Hopkins et al. ( ,a, 2013d . Turing off stellar feedback, on the other hand, leads to the same results as discussed in § 4.2.
Runs with the standard stellar feedback but different additional physics are very similar. Although magnetic fields, viscosity and conduction can in principle alter the cooling efficiency and fluid mixing, these additional physics have less than a ∼ 10% effect on the balance of ISM phases in our simulations. In fact, as demonstrated in the MW and SMC case of Fig. 9 , the effect of magnetic field remain weak without stellar feedback.
The phase structure difference among the Ell runs is again small, as it is dominated by the hot halo phase, and the supply of Figure 3 . Images of the gas morphology of the isolated galaxies with feedback. The intensity encodes the projected density (log-weighted with ∼ 4 dex stretch); different temperatures are shown in red (> 10 5 K), green (8000 − 10 5 K), and magenta (< 8000 K). We show edge-on and face-on projections for our FB and FB+MHD+Micro (FB+MHD is similar). The morphologies of the runs with the same stellar feedback but different additional physics show little difference. c 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1-22 Figure 4 . The effect of magnetic fields in the absence of feedback on the MW and SMC gas morphology. The Hydro+MHD runs exhibit morphologies that are almost identical to those of the Hydro runs. In both cases, it is clear that the inner gas discs have catastrophically fragmented and been converted into stars, thus indicating that the magnetic pressure alone is insufficient to prevent the gas from undergoing run-away collapse. Figure 5 . Images of the gas morphology of the cosmological simulations at z = 0, as Fig. 3 . The slightly puffier disc in the CosmoMW FB+MHD+Micro run suggests a slightly higher accretion rate in the outer disc of this simulated galaxy. This owes to metal diffusion and conduction enhancing cooling from the "hot" circumgalactic medium (CGM).
gas to the other phases relies on and is therefore regulated by the cooling flow.
There is a small difference in our CosmoDwarf runs, where the cold gas mass is larger in our FB+MHD+Micro run by ∼ 0.2 dex (∼ 50%) This is consistent with the slightly higher SFR in that run. Fig. 8 presents the radial distributions of temperature, gas density and metallicity of the cosmological runs. The results are averaged over the redshift range z ∼ 0 − 0.07 to suppress stochastic effects. For the CosmoMW runs, the profiles are broadly similar, with the density and metallicity (temperature) slightly higher (lower) in the runs with MHD. These are in consistent with the slightly more extended discs in CosmoMW FB+MHD and FB+MHD+Micro runs at low redshift as discussed in § 4.2. For the CosmoDwarf run, there are marked differences in the temperature profiles; this is likely because simulated dwarfs are highly stochastic, with strong starbursts and outflows even at z ∼ 0 . The gas density profiles are similar. In the FB+MHD+Micro run, the metallicity is systematically higher within the central kpc, likely because of the effects of turbulent metal diffusion and the slightly higher stellar mass in this run; this subject will be analyzed in detail in a future work (Escala et al., in preparation) . Fig. 11 compares the turbulent and magnetic energies in these simulations. The "turbulent" energy is difficult to define in practice, since we wish to exclude non-circular bulk motions and galactic winds. For our isolated galaxies, we focus on the galactic disc by taking a cylinder with radius 10 kpc and height 2 kpc centered on the disc. The cylinder is divided into annuli with thicknesses set so that the number of particles in each layer is proportional to the order of layer counted from inside out. Within each annulus, the average rotational velocity is subtracted, and the particles outside with the highest 32% |vz −vz| 2 are excluded (to approximate an ±1σ interval) to eliminate outflows in the z direction. Each annulus is then further divided into cells with volumes set so each of them contain Figure 6 . Temperature-density phase distribution of our isolated galaxy simulations. Each plot is averaged over the entire simulation duration. With feedback, cold neutral, warm ionized, and hot (feedback-driven) volume-filling phases are present. The additional MHD and diffusion microphysics have little effect on the phase structure in the presence of feedback. Note that the "spike" in the upper-left corners (hot halo phase) of the Ell runs correspond to an artificial shock arising from the IC being out of equilibrium. roughly 15 gas particles. The dimensions of the cells are chosen so that if all gas particles were distributed uniformly within the cylinder, each cell would be a cube ( r = z = θ ) with an identical volume. Within each cell, the average velocity inr,ẑ andφ directions are subtracted, and particles with the highest 20% |v −v| 2 are excluded to reduce the contamination from the remaining highvelocity tail resulting from outflows in all directions. The kinetic energy that remains defines our estimated "turbulent" energy.
Magnetic and turbulent energies
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For CosmoMW, which has no well-defined disc structure until z 0.6, and and CosmoDwarf, which has no disc structure at all, we take all particles within 0.1 virial radius into account. The 0.1 Rvir sphere is divided into shells with thicknesses set such that the number of particles within each shell is proportional to the square of the layer number counted from inside out. The total angular momentum of each shell is calculated and used to define the z direction of the corresponding shell. Each shell is then further divided into several annuli at different θ, with heights set such that the number of particles in each annulus is proportional to the cor-responding sin θ value. The average rotational velocity of each annulus is then subtracted. After this, each annulus is separated into cells containing roughly 15 particles. The dimensions of the cells are consistently set so that if all gas particles were distributed uniformly within the 0.1 Rvir sphere, each cell would be a cube with an identical volume. Within each cell, the average velocities in thê r,θ andφ directions are subtracted, and the particles with the highest 20% |v −v| 2 are excluded. The turbulent kinetic energy is then calculated as the remaining kinetic energy.
To avoid biasing our comparison, we calculate the volumeintegrated magnetic energy only for the gas particles kept in the turbulent energy calculation. The comparisons of the resulting turbulent energy and magnetic energy per unit mass are shown in Fig. 11 . The turbulent kinetic energy grows almost immediately in these runs and quickly reaches a quasi-steady-state saturation level. With standard feedback, the turbulent energies per unit mass of Sbc, Mw and Ell all saturate to roughly 1×10 12 −3×10 12 erg/g, corresponding to an rms turbulent velocity of 7 − 13 km/s. HiZ on the other hand has slightly higher turbulent energy, 3×10 12 −6×10 12 erg/g, corresponding to an rms turbulent velocity of 15−20 km/s. Among all the runs, the SMC and CosmoDwarf runs have the lowest turbulent energy (1 × 10 11 − 3 × 10 11 erg/g) and rms turbulent velocity (2-4 km/s), owing to this galaxy having a significantly lower mass Figure 7 . Temperature-density phase distribution of the CosmoMW and CosmoDwarf cosmological simulation. Each plot is averaged in three separate redshift intervals (labeled). Recall, only particles within 0.1R vir the central galaxy are plotted, to focus on ISM properties as in Fig. 6 . The additional MHD and diffusion microphysics have relatively weaker effects in the presence of feedback, although some changes in the warm, inner CGM gas (T ∼ 10 5 − 10 7 K, n > 10 −2 cm −3 ) are evident. and thus requiring less turbulent energy to self-regulate (FaucherGiguère et al. 2013; . The turbulent energy of CosmoMW at low redshift is calculated to be roughly the same as the values of HiZ, which is higher than the results from the isolated MW simulations. However, the turbulent energy at low redshift may be slightly over-predicted since all the particles within 0.1 virial radius are included for consistency even though a disc is already formed. If we include only the gas particles in the disc at low redshift, the turbulent energy drops to roughly 1 × 10 11 − 3 × 10 11 erg/g, similar to the results from the isolated MW simulations. The values we get are in good agreement with observations (Merrifield 1992; Levine et al. 2006 ) and the theoretical prediction that turbulent velocity for a marginally stable (turbulent Q ∼ 1) disc is σT ∼ fgasvc, where vc is the circular velocity, and fgas is the ratio of the thin-disc gas mass to total enclosed mass in the galaxy (Faucher-Giguère et al. 2013; . In the HiZ, Sbc, and SMC simulations, the turbulent energy is considerably (a factor of 3 − 10, corresponding to a factor of 2 − 3 in the rms turbulent velocity) higher in the presence of stellar feedback than when stellar feedback is absent, regardless of whether microphysical processes are included. In the Ell and MW simulations, the differences are much weaker -this is merely because these are our only two gas-poor galaxies (fgas 0.1). In this case, pure gravitational effects (accretion, spiral arms, etc.) can easily drive sufficient turbulent velocities to reach Q ∼ 1 where we see the velocities saturate.
As expected, we see that the magnetic energy grows from being negligible relative to the turbulent energy (because of the small initial seed fields used) until it saturates at 3×10 10 −5×10 11 erg/g in the HiZ, Sbc, MW and Ell runs and ∼ 3 × 10 9 − 10 10 erg/g in the SMC and CosmoDwarf runs; these values are roughly 10% of the turbulent energy similar to values measured in idealized simulations of the super-sonic turbulent dynamics (Wang & Abel 2009; Dubois & Teyssier 2010; Kotarba et al. 2010 ). However, since (by construction) the initial field value is close to the equipartition value in the Ell run, the amplification is relatively mild in this case. Conduction, viscosity, and turbulent metal diffusion have little effect on the saturated field strengths. The corresponding volume-weighted rms magnetic fields are shown in Fig. 12 , where the thick lines show the rms magnetic fields of all gas particles and the thin lines . Radial distributions of temperature, gas density and metallicity for the cosmological runs averaged over the redshift range z ∼ 0 − 0.07. The profiles of the CosmoMW runs are broadly similar, with the density and metallicity (temperature) slightly higher (lower) in the runs with MHD. The temperature profiles of the CosmoDwarf runs differ significantly, likely because this galaxy is still highly stochastic, with strong starbursts and outflows, even at z ∼ 0. The gas density profiles are similar. The metallicity of the FB+MHD+Micro run is higher within the central kpc, likely because of turbulent metal diffusion and the slightly higher stellar mass in this run.
show the values of only the cold (< 8000K) gas 9 . Although the total rms magnetic fields vary among different galaxy types because we use the same sampling volume for galaxies with different size, the rms magnetic fields of cold particles saturates to roughly 10 µG in all cases except CosmoDwarf, in good agreement with both observations (Beck et al. 1996; Widrow 2002; Kulsrud & Zweibel 2008; Bernet et al. 2008; Kronberg et al. 2008; Jansson & Farrar 2012a,b) and other simulations (Wang & Abel 2009; Dubois & Teyssier 2010; Kotarba et al. 2010 Kotarba et al. , 2011 Beck et al. 2012; Pakmor & Springel 2013) . In CosmoDwarf, the saturation value of the magnetic field in the cold gas is smaller, 0.1-1µG, perhaps because essentially the entire ISM is blown out multiple times over the course of the simulation; consequently, the time for which a given parcel of cold gas remains in the disc and has its field amplified via dif-9 To suppress noise in the mean cold gas magnetic field, we exclude gas with density less than 10 −6 cm −3 for CosmoMW and 10 −2 cm −3 for HiZ.
ferential rotation and the small-scale turbulent dynamo is shorter than in e.g. the MW case. In the MW Hydro+MHD case, although the magnetic energy per mass is higher than in rest of the runs, the volume-weighted rms magnetic field strength is lower because the dense gas fraction is lower than in e.g. HiZ.
The direct comparison of magnetic and turbulent energy clearly illustrates that the turbulence is both super-Alfvénic and super-sonic. In this limit, we expect magnetic fields to have a negligible effect on the turbulent kinetic energy and only a weak effect on the density fluctuations driven by turbulence (Molina et al. 2012; Federrath et al. 2008 Federrath et al. , 2011 Kainulainen & Tan 2013) . In contrast, as shown explicitly in the MW and SMC Hydro+MHD runs, the turbulent energy and magnetic energy of the runs without feedback reach approximate equipartition because both the turbulent and magnetic energy are concentrated in dense clumps and driven by gravitational collapse. In this case, magnetic fields have a stronger back-reaction on the turbulent flow, and the turbulence is therefore no longer isotropic (Molina et al. 2012 ). This partially explains why magnetic fields have been observed to have strong effects in other studies where stellar feedback is absent or weak but not in ours. However, we also want to add the caveat that the balance of energy in runs without feedback could be affected by the ICs, as mentioned above.
Galactic outflows
In simulations that explicitly include multiple stellar feedback channels, such as those presented in this work, strong outflows are generated self-consistently. We quantify the outflow phase structure in Fig. 9 -10 and gas velocity distribution in Fig. 13 . Detailed analyses of these properties using similar simulations with the same physics as our "FB" case are presented in Hopkins et al. (2012a Hopkins et al. ( , 2013b ) (for isolated galaxies) and in Muratov et al. (2015) (for cosmological simulations); here, our focus is only on how the outflow properties depend on the included microphysics. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 plot the distribution of the radial velocities (defined relative to the baryonic center-of-mass of the galaxy) of gas particles within the same volume as stated in § 4.4 10 averaged over the entire simulation duration (or appropriate redshift ranges for the cosmological runs). To isolate "outflows" in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , we simply take all gas particles within a thin layer at the boundary of the galaxy region defined above that have a radial velocity greater than some vmin chosen to be an appreciable fraction of the escape velocity of each galaxy (vmin = 200, 100, 100, 30, 100, 100, and 30 km s −1 for the HiZ, Sbc, MW, SMC, Ell, CosmoMW and CosmoDwarf runs, respectively).
Galactic outflows driven by magnetic field via BlandfordPayne-type acceleration (Blandford & Payne 1982) are visible in the absence of feedback, as shown in the Hydro+MHD runs in both the MW and SMC cases. However, it turns out that the wind mass loading owing to Blandford-Payne acceleration is orders of magnitude smaller than what is caused by feedback and therefore not evident in FB+MHD runs. In sum, MHD and the additional physics that we study appear to have little effect on the velocity or density of the outflows compared with the effects of feedback. . Density distribution of gas in different phases. Rows show our isolated galaxy simulations; columns show phases including cold neutral (left), warm ionized (middle left), hot (middle right), and outflow (right). To estimate the outflow, we simply take all gas that is within 0.5 kpc of the boundary of the disc (taken as a cylinder with radius 10 kpc and height 2 kpc) and moving with a radial velocity greater than some v min chosen to be an appreciable fraction of the escape velocity in each galaxy (v min = (200, 100, 100, 30, 100) km s −1 for HiZ, Sbc, MW, SMC, and Ell runs, respectively). The no-feedback runs produce far less hot gas and more cold gas, as expected (the difference is again less visible in the Ell run since the hot phase is dominated by the initial hot halo gas) with or without magnetic fields. Varying the additional microphysics has relatively weak effects. An increase in the outflow rate is visible in the run that includes magnetic fields but no feedback (Hydro+MHD), but the difference is orders of magnitude less than what is caused by feedback. Figure 10. Gas density distribution in different phases, as in Fig. 9 , but for our CosmoMW and CosmoDwarf runs, averaged in different redshift intervals. In the non-outflow panels, we consider only gas within 0.1R vir of the central galaxy as Fig. 7 . To quantify the outflows at z = 0.5 − 4 for CosmoMW and at all redshifts for CosmoDwarf, instead of using a disc, we select all gas located between 0.08 and 0.1 virial radii of the halo center that is moving with a radial velocity greater than 100 km s −1 . The orange shaded regions in each panel of CosmoMW indicate the magnitude of stochastic effects (see text for details).
At each redshift in both galaxies, the properties are similar in all runs with stellar feedback. CosmoDwarf Figure 11 . The total turbulent kinetic energy (thick lines; defined in § 4.4) and magnetic energy (thin lines) per unit mass of the non-outflowing disc gas in our simulations is shown as a function of time. In the CosmoMW case, the orange shaded region shows the magnitude of stochastic effects on the turbulent energy. In all cases with feedback, the turbulent energy saturates at a steady-state value over many dynamical times, corresponding to super-sonic and super-Alfvénic velocity dispersions. The steady-state value is only very weakly altered by MHD and microphysical diffusion, consistent with expectations for super-Alfvénic turbulence on large (galactic) scales. The magnetic energy grows from the seed value to ∼ 10% of the turbulent kinetic energy, consistent with idealized simulations of the supersonic turbulent dynamo. Runs without feedback produce noticeably weaker turbulence (although local bulk motions from collapsing structures can be large, they are excluded by our estimator) and equipartition magnetic energy, thus suggesting that stellar feedback participates in driving turbulence. Note that MHD+hydro runs were done only for MW and SMC. CosmoDwarf Figure 12 . The rms magnetic field strength of all (thick lines) and the T < 8000 K component (thin lines) of the non-outflowing disc gas in our simulations is shown as a function of time. Although the average value over all particles varies among different galaxies, the rms magnetic field strength of cold gas saturates at several to 10 µG except CosmoDwarf, consistent with observations and other simulations. In the CosmoDwarf case, the saturation value of the cold-gas magnetic field strength is only 0.1-1 µG, owing to the frequent violent blowouts of the galaxy's ISM.
DISCUSSION: WHY ARE THE EFFECTS OF THE ADDITIONAL MICROPHYSICS WEAK?
We have seen systematically that for the large-scale properties of star formation, ISM structure, and galactic outflows, magnetic fields and microphysical diffusion processes make little difference once explicit stellar feedback is included. Here we discuss why this is the case.
Sub-grid metal diffusion from unresolved turbulence
The microscopic (Brownian) diffusivity of metals is negligibly small for the systems we simulate. Instead, Smagorinski-type (mix- Ell FB FB+MHD FB+MHD+Micro Hydro Hydro+MHD Figure 13 . Distributions of the radial velocities of the gas particles in the isolated galaxy simulations. For each, we plot the time-averaged distribution of mass as a function of the radial velocity vr with respect to the galaxy center of mass. Without feedback, there are little outflows, despite the slight boost from magnetic field in the MW and SMC Hydro+MHD runs. Once stellar feedback is included, outflows are self-consistently driven (i.e. there are substantially more particles with large radial velocities) and are insensitive to the microphysics investigated here.
ing length theory) models assume that unresolved turbulent eddies can be treated as a scale-dependent diffusion process with diffusivity ∼ vt(λ) λ (where vt(λ) is the rms turbulent velocity measured on length scale λ). The "sub-grid" part of the model applies an explicit extra diffusion term using λ → ∆x (where ∆x is the spatial resolution) to account for un-resolved eddies, with the assumption that all larger eddies are resolved and that the vt(∆x) measured around each point is indeed turbulent motion. But for a super-sonic cascade, or any system obeying the observed line width-size relation (which we have demonstrated is satisfied by our simulations with stellar feedback in Hopkins et al. 2012b) , vt(λ) λ ∼ (GΣπ) 1/2 λ 3/2 , where Σ is the surface density. Thus, the power and diffusivity is concentrated in the largest-scale eddies. In the disc, these have scales of order the disc scale height; in the halo, the relevant scales are a large fraction of the halo core radius. In either case, the largest-scale eddies are well-resolved. In fact, taking the resolved line width-size relations found in our previous work (Hopkins et al. 2012b ) and integrating (assuming an infinite inertial range), we expect that most of the global diffusivity is resolved. Thus, the only effect of the sub-grid diffusivity is to Figure 14 . Distributions of the radial velocities of the gas particles in the cosmological simulations. For each, we plot the time-averaged distribution of mass as a function of the radial velocity vr with respect to the galaxy center of mass. The orange shaded regions in the CosmoMW panels represent the magnitude of stochastic effects. The velocity distribution function is insensitive to the microphysics investigated here.
smooth particle-to-particle variations in metallicity after bulk mixing of the metals (by particle motion) is resolved. In principle, this can alter the cooling rates, but the effect is weak because the resolution is high enough that we account for individual SNe explosions (so that the Poisson noise in the number of enrichment events that each particle sees is small; Ma et al. 2015; van de Voort et al. 2015) . Although subtle effects, e.g. the predicted dispersion in abundances within star clusters, may not be well captured by our simulations, these have little effect on the global properties that we focus on herein.
To the extent that much larger effects are found using similar mixing models (Shen et al. 2010; Wiersma et al. 2009b ), one of three effects is likely to be occurring in those works. (1) The turbulent driving scales are not resolved (so there is little or no resolved mixing). This is certainly the case in simulations with force softening 100 pc. However, in this case, it is not correct to apply the Smagorinski model in its typical form, since (as discussed above) it explicitly assumes that all shear motion in the simulation around a particle is resolved turbulent motion (from which it extrapolates the inertial range). (2) Additional motions (e.g. orbital motions in a disc or outflow motions in winds) are accidentally triggering the numerical "turbulent velocity" estimator. This effect is also likely to be more severe in lower-resolution simulations but is a serious concern when sub-grid diffusion models are applied to galaxy simulations at any resolution. (3) The coefficient of the diffusivity is too large (or the numerical gradient estimator is inaccurate), so the diffusivity assigned to un-resolved eddies can be larger than that of larger, resolved eddies. This can easily occur if C 1 is used, or if the gradient estimator is noisy (which is commonly the case in SPH).
We note that the mean metallicity and the vertical metallicity gradient are not affected by sub-grid turbulent metal diffusion ). This and the fact that the initial metallicity of some ICs is already high also help suppress the effect of turbulent metal diffusion on the properties investigated. However, when sub-grid turbulent metal diffusion is included, the metallicity PDF become much narrower because most of the gas particles eventually reach the mean metallicity value in some local annulus of the disc and therefore so do the star particles spawned from gas particles. A detailed study of the stellar metallicity distribution with and without sub-grid turbulent metal diffusion and comparisons with observational constraints will be included in Escala et al. (2016, in preparation) .
In this study, we only apply the sub-grid model for unresolved turbulence to metal diffusion. In principle, unresolved turbulence can also cause diffusion of the other quantities, such as energy or momentum. However, unlike metallicity (which is not advected across particles in the MFM approach or in e.g. SPH), these quantities are readily exchanged between particles through the hydrodynamic equations and therefore have the inherent numerical diffusion from our Godunov-type solver that scales (crudely) as ∼ cs ∆x (where ∆x is the spatial resolution). As a result, the corresponding small-scale diffusion is not as significantly underestimated as metal diffusion when sub-grid turbulent diffusion is omitted. Moreover, in the sub-grid model here, the magnitude of unresolved turbulence is estimated through the sheer tensor, whereas the SGS model (Schmidt et al. 2006a,b) may possibly be a more rigorous approach, especially when the motion is highly shearing Colbrook et al. (2016) .
Conduction & viscosity
We can also understand why physical conduction and viscosity have weak effects in the simulations presented in this work. Like all numerical methods, our Godunov-type solver has inherent numerical diffusion, with a numerical diffusivity ∼ cs ∆x. Comparing this to Spitzer-Braginskii conduction (diffusivity ∼ (κ mp)/(kB ρ)), and using the fact that our code is Lagrangian (so ρ ∼ mi/∆x 3 , where mi is the particle mass), we estimate that physical conductivity dominates our numerical when T 0.3 × 10 7 K (mi/10 4 M ) 1/6 (n/0.01 cm −3 ) 1/3 . Moreover, as mentioned in § 5.1, large-scale turbulent eddies have diffusivity ∼ vt(λ) λ ∼ (GΣπ) 1/2 λ 3/2 . We estimate the micro-physical conductivity to surpass this turbulent value at an even higher temperature T 3 × 10 7 K(Σ/(100M pc −2 )) 3/5 (λ/100pc) 1/5 . Thus, only in the hot, tenuous gas phase can physical conductivity be significant relative to the turbulent (and numerical) diffusivity. The Field length, i.e. the characteristic scale below which conduction is faster than cooling, under these conditions is ∼ [(κ mp t cool )/(kB ρ)] 1/2 ∼ 10kpc (T /10 7 K) 7/4 (n/0.01 cm −3 ) −1 . In hot gas, this scale is resolved. However, for typical ISM temperatures (∼ 10 4 K), which is the relevant regime for clump formation and star formation, the Field length is sub-pc. In our simulations, this is typically much smaller than the resolved scales of structures (including coherent filaments and dense gas blobs). This indicates that while conduction and viscosity may have interesting effects on small scales, explicitly including them in galaxy simulations at present is not expected to have a large impact. This does not, of course, guarantee that conduction and viscosity cannot have effects that feed back to large scales in fully resolved simulations. More work will be needed to answer this latter question.
The only exception, where conduction and viscosity generate a small, but visible systematic effect is the CosmoDwarf case, in which the FB+MHD+Micro run has ∼ 0.2 dex higher stellar mass and cold gas mass and more stable SFR and cold clumps. These are most likely caused by conduction. In a dwarf galaxy of this mass, an overlap of SNe can easily wipe out all the cold gas in the galaxy, which happens several times throughout the simulations. However, conduction could dissipate part of the SNe energy, making it more difficult for them to completely destroy the cold clumps in the ISM. From the star formation histories, we infer that a typical event capable of "wiping out" all the cold gas requires an overlap of ∼ 100 SNe. To show that conduction can actually be effective in this limit, we can compare the time scale of energy dissipation by conduction, τc ≡ E/Ėconduction, to the free expansion time of SNe in the energy conserving phase, τexp ≡ R/v, where E = NSNe10 51 erg is the energy sum of the NSNe overlapping SNe, R is the radius of the expanding hot bubble and v is the speed of expansion. τc/τexp turns out to be ∼ 6 × 10 −6 (R/10pc) 7 (NSNe/100) −2 (n/cm −3 ) 3 < 1, which means conduction cannot be neglected, (see also Keller et al. (2014 Keller et al. ( , 2015 ). As the expansion continues, the radius grows, τc/τexp increases and the importance of conduction gradually decays. However, before conduction ceases to be important (τc/τexp = 1), the hot bubble can entrain a total mass of ∼ 10 4 (NSNe/100) 6/7 (n/cm −3 ) −2/7 M , which is well resolved in our CosmoDwarf simulations. The effects of conduction are therefore expected to be visible in our CosmoDwarf simulations, where the resolution is high enough and the size small enough for the cold gas to be mixed in overlapping SNe remnants.
Magnetic fields
We can also understand in simple terms why magnetic fields have little effect on the galaxy SFRs and, consequently, their position in the Schmidt-Kennicutt diagram and other SF scaling laws. In a series of previous studies (Hopkins et al. 2011 (Hopkins et al. , 2012b (Hopkins et al. , 2013a Faucher-Giguère et al. 2013; Hopkins et al. 2014) , we have repeatedly shown that galaxy SFRs are set by a balance between stellar feedback injecting momentum ("resisting" collapse and the"stirring" of super-sonic turbulence) and dissipation of that motion via gravitational collapse. Other groups have reached consistent conclusions in calculations that include self-gravity, resolve fragmentation and turbulence, and explicitly model stellar feedback (Shetty & Ostriker 2008; Agertz et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2013 Kim et al. , 2014 . In such simulations, galactic SFRs are independent of the sub-grid model for how dense gas turns into stars (Hopkins et al. 2011 (Hopkins et al. , 2013d , the shape and orders-of-magnitude variations in the cooling function and modeled dense gas chemistry (Hopkins et al. 2012b) , and the temperature and detailed kinematics of the starforming gas (Hopkins et al. 2013c) . Even equipartition magnetic fields would change the equilibrium SFR in this scenario by only tens of percent, and the effect should be even weaker in the superAlfvénic case when feedback in present.
Comparing our results with those of galaxy simulations with weaker/non-explicit stellar feedback presented in the previous literature (Wang & Abel 2009; Pakmor & Springel 2013; Beck et al. 2012 ), the SFR difference caused by inclusion of magnetic fields is small even in our runs without feedback. In Pakmor & Springel (2013); Beck et al. (2012) , the Springel and Hernquist feedback model (Springel & Hernquist 2003 ) is adopted, resulting in a smooth, pressure-supported ISM with a stiff "effective equation of state". In this case, the extra pressure support from magnetic fields could be more effective. In Wang & Abel (2009) , instead of explicit star formation, the star formation rate is calculated from the amount of dense gas assuming a specific star formation efficiency. In this case, gas could possibly stay in high-density clumps for a longer time, thus allowing more time for magnetic pressure to build up and become effective.
Similar arguments apply to galactic outflows: the mass outflow rate is set by the momentum injected by feedback, which is divided into stirring turbulence in the disc and ejecting low-density material Thompson & Krumholz 2014; Martizzi et al. 2016) , and ultimately limited by the depth of the potential . We thus do not expect the mass outflow rate to vary by large factors when magnetic fields are present.
Perhaps the most surprising result of this study is how weak the effects of magnetic fields are on the ISM phase structure. Using the same code in idealized tests, we have shown that sufficiently strong magnetic fields do produce qualitatively different behavior in fluid mixing instabilities, cloud entrainment or "crushing" by ambient winds, and anisotropic super-sonic turbulence (Hopkins & Raives 2016) , in agreement with a vast literature. Moreover, the rms fields we predict in both ambient gas and dense clouds are in reasonable agreement with those observed, as discussed in § 4.4. However, it appears that two main effects lead to relatively weak effects of magnetic fields on the large-scale phase structures we consider.
(1) The turbulence in most of the disc is super-Alfvénic, at least on large scales that contain most of the power (of order the disc scale height, which also corresponds to the size of the largest GMCs, which contain most of the dense gas mass and star formation). Thus, the turbulent velocity dispersions, isotropy, and density fluctuations generated are not strongly altered (Molina et al. 2012; Federrath et al. 2008 Federrath et al. , 2011 Kainulainen & Tan 2013) . (2) GMCs are not steady-state, pressure-confined, equilibrium objects in the simulations. We have previously shown (Hopkins et al. 2012b ) that in similar simulations, GMCs form rapidly (in a single dynamical time) from gravitational instability (and are self-gravitating) and live just a few dynamical times, forming stars via turbulent fragmentation until feedback disrupts the cloud. McCourt et al. (2015) recently showed that magnetized gas clouds can survive much longer than unmagnetized ones when accelerated by supersonic hot wind. Moreover, Armillotta et al. (2016) ; Brüggen & Scannapieco (2016) showed that thermal conduction can also help cold clouds survive by suppressing the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the interface. Although such effects are confirmed to exist in high-resolution wind-tunnel-type simulations run with the code used here (Hopkins et al. in preparation) , the simulations presented in the current study suggest that magnetic fields play a less important role in the formation and survival of dense cold clouds in the ISM of galaxies, such as molecular clouds. One important difference is that massive molecular clouds are typically self-gravitating rather than in pressure equilibrium with the surrounding ISM. Moreover, as explained above, in our simulations, massive molecular clouds are disrupted by stellar feedback rather than by hydrodynamic instabilities. Consequently, the aforementioned idealised tests may not represent the physical conditions relevant for simulated (or real) GMCs. As for the cold clouds in outflows, although our simulations also suggest weak effects from magnetic fields, we caution that only 2 galaxies in our study contain "hot halos" (Ell and CosmoMW). In our other simulations, such cloud "shredding" or mixing effect will be much weaker since there is little or no hot gas halo for the cold outflow gas to mix into. In the Ell and CosmoMW cases where there are hot halos, the achievable resolutions are inevitably lower, meaning the phase structure in the outflows may not fully resolved. Besides, most of the outflow mass which reaches large radii ( Rvir) is hot gas in the first place -cold outflows tend to be recycled in small-scale fountains (see Muratov et al. 2015) .
Despite the weak role that magnetic fields play, we see a hint of a small (< 0.1 dex) increase of stellar mass in those runs with magnetic fields. Interestingly, magnetic fields may, if anything, enhance star formation on large scales. The fact that the difference is more obvious in the smallest galaxy suggests that this may result from the magnetic field helping stabilizing colds clumps in the ISM, especially in small galaxies with a less stable cold phase.
CONCLUSIONS
We use simulations with parsec-scale resolution, explicit treatments of stellar feedback identical to those used in the FIRE project, magnetic fields, anisotropic Spitzer-Braginskii conduction and viscosity, and sub-grid turbulent metal diffusion to study how these affect galaxy-scale star formation, the phase structure of the ISM, and the generation of galactic outflows. We consider both isolated (noncosmological) simulations of a range of galaxy types and fully cosmological zoom-in simulations of a Milky Way-mass halo and a dwarf halo.
In all cases, we find the following:
• Stellar feedback plays the dominant role in regulating the SFR. We find that magnetic fields and additional microphysical diffusion processes change the SFR (and therefore the KS law) by small amount comparing to the effect from stellar feedback in the investigated ma. This is consistent with the models advocated in the aforementioned papers (see the references in § 5.3), in which the SFR and star formation scaling relations are set by self-regulation via feedback, which drives super-sonic turbulence and balances the disc against gravity.
• The ISM phase structure and galactic winds is also primarily established by stellar feedback. Stellar feedback also serves as an extra source of turbulent energy, boosting the rms turbulent velocity by a factor of 2-3. Perhaps surprisingly, however, neither MHD nor the additional diffusion microphysics appear to produce larger than ∼ 10%-level systematic effects on these quantities. In fact, in some earlier experiments where we artificially increased the viscosity coefficient η by a factor of 100, there were still weak systematic effects. It appears that because the turbulence is super-Alfvénic on the scales most important for fragmentation, ISM phase structure and outflow generation (of order the disc scale height), these effects are sub-dominant. A more detailed discussion of why such small effects are seen is provided in § 5.
• The magnetic field energies saturate at ∼ 10% of the turbulent kinetic energies on of order the galactic scale height (Fig. 11) . The ratio is smaller still if we include the kinetic energy of small-scale galactic fountains in the "turbulence" budget. This is consistent with both observations (Beck et al. 1996; Widrow 2002; Kulsrud & Zweibel 2008; Bernet et al. 2008; Kronberg et al. 2008; Jansson & Farrar 2012a,b) and other simulations (Beck et al. 2012 Kotarba et al. 2010 Kotarba et al. , 2011 . This result partially explains why the magnetic field's effects are sub-dominant on the large scales of order the disc scale height (the scales containing most of the turbulent energy).
• A systemic increase of stellar mass and cold gas is observed in CosmoDwarf run with all fluid microphysics included. This may result from conduction dissipating part of the SNe energy making it more difficult to wipe out cold clumps. Our cosmoMW run shows a similar enhancement in late-time cooling from the CGM with all microphysics present. A more detailed discussion of this is provided in § 5.
It appears that, at least on galactic scales, in the presence of explicit models for multi-mechanism stellar feedback as well as self-gravity, magnetic fields and additional diffusion microphysics (such as conduction, viscosity, and sub-grid turbulent metal diffusion) are subdominant in the star formation and galaxy formation process at currently achievable resolutions. This general result appears to contradict some earlier claims in the literature. However, to our knowledge, these prior studies have not focused on the combination of large galactic scales (yet with high enough resolution to resolve vertical disc scale heights and the phase structure in discs) and fully explicit models for stellar feedback. For example, it is relatively "easy" for magnetic fields to have a large fractional effect in simulations with either no or weak stellar feedback or stellar feedback modeled only in a "sub-grid" fashion (so it e.g. does not locally alter the gas dynamics but only ejects gas in outflows or adds an effective pressure term). However, the claimed effects in these cases are typically order-unity (Piontek & Ostriker 2005 Wang & Abel 2009; Beck et al. 2012; Pakmor & Springel 2013) and thus still orders of magnitude less than the factor ∼ 100−1000 changes in the properties we study here that occur when the full model for stellar feedback is introduced.
Altogether, our results support the emerging picture wherein galaxy-scale ( 10 − 100 pc) star formation, ISM structure, and outflows are determined primarily by a competition among supersonic (and super-Alfvénic) turbulence, stellar feedback, and selfgravity. The microphysics we study here may certainly be important on smaller scales (e.g. for regulating the structure of turbulent cores as they collapse to form stars) or in the more diffuse CGM and IGM (e.g. the outskirts of galaxy clusters). However, they do not, to leading order, significantly alter the dynamics on the scales we study here. We also caution that certain unresolved processes (e.g. conduction altering mixing and cooling in single SNe blastwaves or cool cloud "shredding" in the circumgalactic medium) may have large non-linear effects on the efficiency of feedback or cooling, and these cannot be captured in our simulations. We see tentative evidence of this in our fully cosmological MW-mass simulation, which shows enhanced late-time cooling and a larger gas disc with conduction, viscosity and sub-grid metal diffusion active.
Although the magnetic field has little effect on the properties analyzed in our current study, it might for instance provide important pressure support in the violent tidal compression that occurs in galaxy mergers, which could possibly affect the properties of the star clusters formed in merger-induced starbursts. Besides stellar feedback and fluid microphysics, AGN feedback may be an important determinant of galaxies' physical properties, especially for massive galaxies. Moreover, cosmic rays may significantly affecting galaxy evolution, and properly treating cosmic ray transport requires an accurate determination of the magnetic field. Detailed investigations of these processes and their interaction with fluid microphysics in the context of simulations with explicit stellar feedback will be presented in future work.
APPENDIX A: CONVERGENCE TESTS
We performed convergence tests using our isolated SMC model, varying the particle mass by 2 orders of magnitude (see Table A1 ). The HR run in Table A1 matches the resolution of the standard SMC runs in the main text.
The resulting SFRs are shown in Fig. A1 , the phase structure and radial velocity distribution are shown in Fig. A2 and Fig. A3 , respectively, and the turbulent and magnetic energies are shown in Fig. A4 . The star formation rate inFig. A1 converges most rapidly with resolution. Among the inspected resolutions, there is little difference. As for the phase structure Fig. A2 , the cold neutral and warm ionized gas have very similar density distributions at all the resolutions tested. The hot gas and outflow density distributions converge more slowly but appear to be converged when at the MR resolution (i.e. resolution elements of a few thousand solar masses), as does the radial velocity distribution of gas particles Fig. A3 . Above this resolution, individual SN remnants begin to have their Sedov-Taylor phases resolved, and therefore generation of hot gas and outflows can be captured more robustly. The turbulent and magnetic energies similarly appear converged at the MR resolution. As the resolution increases, minor increases in the magnetic energy and minor decreases in the turbulent energy are found. This is because the small-scale shear field, which can dissipate turbulent kinetic energy and enhance the magnetic energy through field-line stretching, is suppressed at low resolution (Jun et al. 1995) .
The convergence tests imply that our simulations of the moremassive galaxies, such as HiZ, Ell and CosmoMW, might not have sufficient resolution for all of their properties to be fully converged, especially their hot gas and outflow properties. Moreover, it is worth noting that, although we do not expect this to be the case, we cannot exclude the possibility of false convergence. The best resolution that we can achieve for galaxy simulations is inevitably many orders of magnitude coarser than the natural viscosity scale (the Kolmogorov length scale). Thus, it is possible that some important effects of fluid microphysics will appear only at much higher resolutions than these that will be achievable for galaxy simulations in the foreseeable future. Figure A1 . Convergence of the star formation rate of the SMC model. The star formation rate converges quickly. Even at a resolution 2 orders of magnitude lower than the standard resolution, the SFR has a similar quasiequilibrium value, ∼ 0.01M /yr. Figure A2 . Convergence of the density distribution of gas in different phases in the SMC model. The cold neutral and warm ionized gas have very similar density distributions at all of the resolutions inspected. The properties of the hot gas and outflows, on the other hand, appear to require resolution elements of ∼ 1000 M per gas particle, which roughly separates whether SNe are individually resolved. Nevertheless, the density distributions of the hot gas and outflows in the lower-resolution runs do not differ drastically from the converged values. Figure A4 . The total turbulent kinetic energy (thick lines; defined in § 4.4) and magnetic energy (thin lines) per unit mass of the non-outflowing disc gas in the SMC model. Both the magnetic and turbulent energies appear converged once the gas mass resolution is ∼ 1000 M .
